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“Branding is not just about being seen as better than the 
competition. It’s about being seen as the only solution to your 

audience’s problem.”

- JOHN MORGAN,
BRAND AGAINST THE MACHINE
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You can google the definition of branding and find over 50 different views on what defines 
branding, and for the most part, all of the answers are correct. It’s both complicated and 

uncomplicated depending on how you look at it.

Without overanalyzing it, at the core, branding is the process involved in creating a unique name 
and image for a product in the consumer’s mind, mainly through advertising campaigns with a 
consistent visual theme. The goal being that a company’s brand aims to establish a memorable 

and significant presence in their target market that attracts and retains loyal customers. 

That’s it. 

In any business that you are starting, you are selling yourself.

Branding is absolutely crucial to your company’s success and the reality is that people are more 
concerned with you than they are about your business. They want to know that you and your 

team are leaders and  experts in your field, that you’re successful at what you do and that your 
honest in how you do it. People do business with people  they like. 

It’s a common misconception that branding is just a logo or a design, but branding holds a lot 
more weight than that! Branding involves every aspect in a customer’s experience  with your 

company whether it be your website, your social media posts, e-blast advertising, or your digital 
marketing collateral.

Where it can become complicated or seem like a daunting task is when you start to dive deep 
into how branding works, how to create memorable branded visuals, and the different strategies 

in making a brand successful. 

Branding doesn’t have to be difficult, or stressful, especially when you let experts take the reigns 
and assist you in creative development. At ML Jordan, we have virtual Account Managers with a 

background in brand development, communications and marketing, and graphic design with over 
80 years of combined experience amongst the team! We know the importance of brand 

development and we know the commercial real estate industry… it’s our niche!

WHAT IS BRANDING?
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Have you been thinking about rebranding your commercial real estate company? Chances are that if you are already 
contemplating it, it’s time! Your brand is the face and voice of your business and it is what consumers think of when 
they see or hear your company name. If your company and your brand identity aren’t closely aligned or if certain 
changes have happened within your company, there is a good chance that a rebrand is definitely in order.

Rebranding is a little marketing trick and common business practice that has been around for years that gives 
companies a modern facelift while honing in on their target demographic. Today’s consumer is much more 
image-driven than in past years and a brand’s visual identity will undoubtedly be used by consumers who make snap 
judgments about your brand. Are you confident with your current logo colors and graphic elements? Researchers 
have found that up to 90% of snap judgments made about products and companies can be based on color alone!  
Having an eye-catching design that draws your customers interest is key.

Rebranding can be done on various levels from subtle logo changes and small tweaks to colors to a complete   
overhaul on logo artwork and font changes. By choosing the right color, font and design, you can be more inclusive 
and attract more people. Both small and big visual changes to a brand can have a major positive impact on your 
target demographic. 

While logos are important, it’s not all about the logo! Nowadays, your entire commercial real estate brand must 
permeate all parts of the market, from your website and stationary, to your e-blast templates, to your email signature 
block and your offering memorandums, your brand needs to look cohesive on both print and digital collateral.

Still having a hard time deciding on whether or not to rebrand? Here are some great questions to ask yourself:

Are you trying to tap into a new demographic?
Have you outgrown your original mission?
Is your market evolving quickly?
Is your company evolving its specialized areas?
Has there been a change in leadership or ownership?
Have you experienced a bad reputation or any bad reviews?
Was your current logo developed a long time ago? Do you look outdated?

Rebranding can bring in more business, attract new clients, and make your existing customers excited about you 
again. Whether you are a small company or big corporation you need to stay relevant, and we know it’s hard to take 
a critical look at your own creation or something you have had for a long time and consider changing it. 

At ML Jordan, our team of designers can take a look at your company with a fresh set of eyes and come up with a 
new modern take on your company logo. We can assist you in ALL of your rebranding efforts by giving your brand a 
new twist that your customers can identify with and support. Our industry experts make the rebranding effort 
process fun and exciting.  We’re a Full-Service Commercial Real Estate Marketing Company. We understand the 
intricacies of commercial real estate, as we come from this industry.

WHEN IS IT TIME TO REBRAND?
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BRAND IDENTITY

BRAND NAMING
STRATEGY | CREATIVE PROCESS

Do you have a clean slate to start with because you are creating a new brand name for a new 
commercial real estate business venture, or is it time to rebrand your existing business with a more 

powerful brand name? Either way, you’ll find what you need here!

TRADEMARK LAW

DESCRIPTIVE

ELEMENT OF BRAND
ARCHITECTURE

VERBAL AND VISUAL
STOPPING POWER

ATTRACTIVENESS

ACRONYM

URL

NAME
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BRAND NAMING

In an era when speed to market is everything, coming up with a perfect company brand 
name can seem like a daunting task. 

Curating a great name for your new venture or rebrand is a critical first step towards building 
a memorable and profitable brand. A great brand name is not only crucial in brand 
positioning but it can open the floodgates of success.

While a great name can make you more money, a bad one can actually decrease the value of 
your company. 

KEEP IT SHORT!  IT WILL MAKE YOU FINDABLE, SHARABLE AND MEMORABLE.

The best company names usually only have one or two syllables, is easily memorable and 
easy to pronounce. The are several benefits to having a short company name but the most 
prominent being that it is easier to remember which creates less room for error when 
searching online, thus creating a more powerful brand identity. 

If you must have a long name, be sure to plan the way you want it shortened with with an 
acronym or company nickname (i.e. Coca Cola and ‘Coke’). A Marketing Strategists will tell 
you that brand names should sound positive, memorable, and be visually appealing. 

Ultimately your brand name should be descriptive/informative, easy to say or read and 
visually attractive. Before making a final decision be sure that a domain name exists that 
closely aligns with your desired company brand name so that potential leads don’t have to 
work too hard to figure out where your brand has online presence. 
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Be different. Be unique. Be memorable

CURATING A COMPANY

TAGLINE
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REALTY SOLUTIONS
INDUSTRIAL
All Industrial.. .All The Time

COMPANY TAGLINE
A tagline IS an identity for your brand. At its most basic, a tagline is usually a small phrase (three to seven-words) that is 
typically positioned under your logo. It expresses your company's most important benefits and what you want your 
customers to remember about working with you. The best taglines convey the overall essence of your brand. It’s a first 
impression of sorts that communicates the promise you want to make to your target audience. These are the words you 
want to linger in your target customer's mind when they think about your business and what you have to offer….it 
should be special!

The best approach to creating a killer tagline is to follow these brainstorming steps:

1.     Think about your target audience
2.     Think about how you want them to feel when they read your tagline and see your logo design
3.     Start writing down words that come to mind when you think about how you do business, your market and your 
        niche. Just let it flow! (don’t be afraid to pull up a thesaurus to see if any other words may work better). 
4.     Let your list sit a while, and then come back with a fresh mind and start narrowing it down to ones you are 
        immediately drawn to
5.     Once you narrow down a few favorites ask yourself these questions to help cut it down even further

     Does it effectively communicate ?
     Is it easy to read and say?
     Is it clever and show some brand personality? Boring is…well, boring.
     Is it memorable?

If you can answer YES to all these questions you got yourself a killer tagline!
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COLOR
PALLETE
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COLOR PALETTES

A good first step in branding is choosing an approachable color palette for your brand to 
apply across all of your company collateral.  The right color combinations can help enhance a 
design, but the wrong colors can take away from a design.

Do you realize that over 90% of consumers make purchases or investment decisions based 
on color and visual appearance? With a statistic like that you better be picking the right 
colors for you company’s branding pieces! With emotion being a  powerful driver in a 
consumers decision, you want to cultivate a strong emotional connection with your brand 
and your target audience. 

Color is a foundational building block of your brand and will become synonymous with your 
brand!  With infinite shades  in the color wheel to pick from, we understand that picking the 
right color choice can seem daunting. As a company with a bunch of brand strategists, we’ve 
developed an easy way for our clients to quickly identify colors they are naturally drawn to 
that we can further refine and start working from. 

When clients sign on to our virtual marketing department for assistance with logo 
development and branding, we provide a creative brief and questionnaire for our clients to 
review.  We ask our clients to select several colors they are naturally drawn to from the 
palettes we provide them as a starting point for our creative process. The clients choices 
always drive the initial direction of design to ensure all logo variations meet expectations 
and work is done efficiently. 

WARM MIXED COOL
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TYPO
GRAPHY 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TYPE FACE
FOR A BRAND
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TYPOGRAPHY
Regardless of how great your actual content is, people will nevertheless, consciously or 
unconsciously, judge the content by how it looks. The logo, the typeface within it, and the 
corporate identity all go hand in hand.

Typography consists of all the written elements on a page that make up its style. These can 
include specific colors, different typeface pairings, the spacing between characters and 
paragraphs, the font style, size, weight, and other embellishments. Typography is a balancing act 
and the content and images on a page should be perfectly balanced in order for the content to 
maximize the space on the page and to appear visually attractive to the consumer. 

Part of our initial creative brief with our clients involves asking our clients which style 
typography they naturally gravitate to. Sometimes seeing the variations helps a client figure out 
what they definitely like and what they don’t want for their brand elements and this feedback 
helps us ensure that we are working with styles and preferences you are sure to love!

CLEAN SANS-SERIF FONTS BUSINESS FONTS

MODERN ‘UNIQUE’ FONTS
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LOGO
DEVELOPMENT
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Creating a Great Business Logo

At the heart and soul of your company is your logo, the key component that establishes your 
brand. 

The logo is the face of any brand — the very first impression — so its design is extremely 
important. Creating a memorable logo and distinctive tagline are critical to developing a brand 
that provides the perfect image for your company. A tagline IS an identity for your brand. A tagline 
is usually a three to seven-word phrase that accompanies your logo. It expresses your company's 
most important benefits and what you want your customers to remember about working with 
you. It’s a first impression of sorts that conveys the promise you want to make to consumers. 
These are the words you want to linger in your target customer's mind when they think about 
your business and what you have to offer. It is not a slogan!

With years of experience in logo design and  corporate identity, we are able to help clients create 
a unique and memorable logo that will connect you to your clients and capture the essence of 
your product or company. Whether it's an original logo design or a logo redesign, we would love 
to assist you in establishing a successful identity that will help strengthen or launch your brand.
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BRAND
COLLATERAL

You only get once chance at a first impression. Make sure yours counts with print collateral and 

design materials that are modern, fresh, and stand out from the competition.

A successful companies marketing collateral provides the end user with an image of their brand. 

For the user, that brand should also create a nostalgia to the collateral. Brand collateral includes 

printed items like business cards, brochures, direct mail, letterhead, envelopes and fliers. Brand 

collateral also includes digital assets like Facebook and Twitter wallpapers, websites and campaign 

sites, mobile apps and videos. 

You only get one chance at a first impression. Make sure yours counts with print collateral and 

design materials that are modern, fresh, and stand out from the competition.
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WEB DESIGN



THE IMPORTANCE

We all know the importance of a website these days. But your website can have a profound 
impact on your branding efforts, as well. Many people will check out your website, first, before 
deciding whether to reach out to you and discuss doing business together.

When it comes to your online presence, there is so much more to think about than just your 
website. Your brand must shine—and be consistent—across many platforms and media.
To preserve your brand, you need to pay close attention to your web presence. You need a 
comprehensive strategy for communicating and bolstering your company’s vision online. This 
includes developing content, responding to feedback from customers and more.

The big challenge for commercial real estate firms is that, unless you have a background in web 
design and development, it can be a difficult to know exactly what to put on your website to 
ensure you meet all your branding goals.

Our in house web designers help you tackle this important company task and customize 
everything to ensure yours stand out amongst your competitors and showcases your specialized 
areas and staff expertise. 
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WHY COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE COMPANIES
NEED STRONG LANDING PAGES

Search…click…land…

This is how people find your website! Once they land on your website, what happens? Do they stay and interact 
with your site or do they move on to a competitors prettier, more visually interesting  and interactive landing 
page? Can you afford to be losing business because of a poorly designed landing page? Did you know that an 
effective landing page strategy can improve conversions by over 50%?!

A landing page is a single web page that appears in response to a visitor clicking on a search engine optimized 
(SEO) search result. While many commercial real estate businesses use landing pages, research shows most of 
these pages are under-utilized and don’t do a good job at converting a visitor into a customer. Most web pages 
are not designed to win customers and tend to be underwhelming and without a call-to-action. The same way a 
good website is designed to influence a visitor to take action, a good landing page will create the same 
opportunity. Your landing page should facilitate a very specific action that you want your end-user to take in 
direct relation to your business objectives. You should build a new landing page for each new marketing 
campaign and have one specific offer for each landing page. By linking a landing page to a specific campaign 
you can then see which channels are bringing in the most leads and tweak future strategy based on your 
campaign results.

While the purpose of a landing page is to increase lead generation, landing pages can be used for a variety of 
efforts. Commercial real estate businesses can use a landing page to drive visitors to their events, showcase 
new listings or transactions, enroll people in email newsletters or to personalize their social media profile links. 
By sending your social media platform connections to specific landing pages that are personalized to each 
network, you can deepen the connection and enhance the engagement in those networks. Ultimately, if 
designed well, your visitors become conversions which typically leads to more customers, which means more 
money for your business. Additionally, landing pages play a huge part of SEO value. The more landing pages you 
have, the more chances your website will rank higher in search engine results. The higher your website ranks, 
your conversion rate also increases.  

*Landing Page Fun Fact:

The first five search results account for nearly 70% of all clicks whereas positions six through ten account for 
less than 4%. Additionally, companies with 40+ landing pages get 12 times more leads than those with 5 or less. 
It pays to be at the top! 

If your landing page wasn’t designed, written and developed with a conversion objective, you are more than 
likely losing potential customers to competitors who have put more thought behind their landing pages. If 
you’re wanting to increase your search engine optimization (aka “rank higher”), pinpoint your demographic, 
generate more leads and score more conversions, it’s time you get the help you need and develop winning 
landing pages.  At ML Jordan, the entire process is made simple when utilizing our commercial real estate 
service offerings. Our experience and specialization in marketing commercial real estate has given us the ability 
to develop the most comprehensive list of marketing solutions for the commercial real estate industry. For 
details on pricing, visit commercial real estate marketing plans on the ML Jordan website. Let us help you 
maximize the potential for lead generation and customer conversion!
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HAVE AN EXISITING WEBSITE? 
IS YOUR COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE WEB PRESENCE

HURTING YOUR BUSINESS?

Imagine this…I’m your target customer, typing in a keyword into my search engine trying to find your commercial real 
estate website or a company like yours for a service/product I need. Your website pops up within the first 5 Google 

search rankings. Yay, I think to myself, I found a company that sells what I need!...Or so I think. I click on your 
website. Your website seems to load a little slow, pictures might take a few seconds longer than I am normally seeing 
them load on other sites. I take a few glances but don’t see your contact number at the top header, your navigation 
isn’t standing out or appeals to me right away. Your content looks a bit boring and I’m not really ‘feeling it’. The ‘it’ 

being your web presence of course. Then BOOM, I do what no company wants their potential leads to do. Within 10 
seconds of visiting your website I disengage, I click the back button and go back to my search engine to view one of 

your competitor’s website who also hit within the top 5 search results.

Now think about this….this actually happens, every day to nearly every business. Users see your web presence, 
quickly dismiss it, and move on to your competitor’s website who is offering a nearly identical service/product as you 

but has presented the information in a more engaging manner. The studies have been done over and over again, 
YOU HAVE LESS THAN 10 SECONDS TO CAPTURE A READER’S ATTENTION ONLINE.

Are you confident that you are engaging with every lead that views your website and ultimately turning them into a 
customer? Is your site mobile responsive? It’s no longer about having a sparkly website.  Did you know that 40% of 
consumers will go to a competitor if they have a bad experience with a mobile website? The lack of effective and 
engaging content that is visually appealing, mobile friendly and easy to navigate will cost you to lose important 

opportunities, like connecting with new customers.

Here at ML Jordan, we can perform a robust analysis of your current web presence, the environment of your 
competition and test your SEO performance to analyze your web presence strengths and weaknesses. With those 

findings, we provide recommendations that we can put into action to ensure that your web site is performing better 
than your competitors, with appealing content, and smart architecture that keeps your customers engaged.

Don’t have a commercial real estate website yet? 
No problem, our industry experts can custom build your website with all the bells and whistles you’re looking 

for. Good web presence isn’t something that can be slapped together in a weekend using a prepopulated 
template. It takes a lot of effort, experience and time. The entire process should be well thought out to 

ensure the best web experience for your end user.

“We understand the intricacies of commercial real estate, as we come from this industry. We’ve put together 
an experienced and talented group of industry specific marketing specialists to make sure you’re taken care 

of every step of the way.” – ML Jordan

Engaging and user friendly online presence is vital and it’s a fundamental to your businesses growth and 
success. Don’t be so busy working within your business that you don’t take the time to work ON your 

business. Let us turn your web presence goals into reality!
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SOCIAL MEDIA
PRESENCE
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SOCIAL MEDIA

When done right, social media strategy and implementation has an exponentially positive impact on your 
commercial real estate firm.  Being on social medial and being effective at converting your followers into 
real business leads are two different things. Does your commercial real estate firm have a social media 
strategy or are you just posting random content without reason? Even though social media is a 
fast-moving space, there are simple principles to developing and curating content that you should adhere 
to. Nurture your presence by skillfully crafting communications that showcase your expertise and how 
you provide value to your customers/followers. BE THE EXPERT. 

There’s nothing worse than following someone who create posts of no value….unfollow!
The top leading firms always incorporate the latest tactics in media and communication as well as the 
strategies that render them effective. Firms need to think strategically about how much content they 
want to push out, how to present it in an enticing and valuable way, and which platforms to utilize to 
ensure they reach their target demographic. There’s no getting around it: hiring a team of experienced 
professionals to do the heavy lifting for you ultimately makes your life significantly easier. 

At ML Jordan, our industry experts are proficient at content strategy and design, developing editorials 
and blurbs that are focused on your industry, and understand all aspects of best practices when it comes 
to publishing across the various social media platforms.

Without commercial real estate social media presence your network is negatively affected. The lack of 
engagement with your community of contacts (i.e. your customers, friends, employees and all their own 
contacts) limits the exposure of your offerings, reduces opportunities to engage with prospects, and 
decreases your chances for optimum SEO and brand awareness. Your community engagement IS your 
firms’ lifeline.
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Interested in building your brand? 
Email info@mljordan.com for your free consultation

KEY STEPS IN OUR ML JORDAN BRANDING PROCESS

THE ML JORDAN
APPROACH TO BRANDING

An Inside Look

1. Detailed project
briefing

4. Feedback / revisions

3. Presentation of concepts5. Finalization / sign-off

2. Proposed Strategy6. Supply of digital
brand assets
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EXAMPLE OF BRAND COLLATERAL
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EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM
BRANDED OFFERING MEMORANDUMS



EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM 
BRANDED HTML E-BLAST DESIGNS
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EXAMPLES OF CUSTOM 
BRANDED POSTCARD DESIGNS
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ABOUT 
ML JORDAN

We’re a Full-Service Commercial Real Estate
Marketing Company

We understand the intricacies of commercial real estate, as we come from this 
industry. We’ve put together an experienced and talented group of industry specific 

CONTACT US TODAY
TO LEARN HOW ML JORDAN CAN

TAKE YOUR BRAND TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

MLJORDAN.COM
INFO@MLJORDAN.COM | 407.635.0035


